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ABSTRACT
The file system on any storage device is essential to the overall organization, storage
mechanisms, and data control of the device. Knowing how these file systems work and the
layout of key structures, storage mechanisms, associated metadata, and file system characteristics
is essential to being able to forensically investigate a computer or other device. The New
Technology File System (NTFS) and File Allocation Table (FAT32) are two key file systems
that will be compared and contrasted, since both are still actively used and encountered often.
Both systems offer forensic evidence that is significant and mandatory in an investigation.
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INTRODUCTION
The file system on any digital storage device is essential to the overall organization, storage
mechanisms, and data control of the device. File systems allow computers and other similar
digital devices to situate their data in different hierarchal structures through files and directories.
Different file systems conduct these processes differently, and most often the file system can be
utilized on multiple computers platforms. Even though a file system is usually not unique to a
specific computer, a specific file system will have optimal functionality for certain computers
and operating systems. Other types of storage devices that utilize file systems include; flash
memory such as thumb drives, optical disks such as CD's and DVD's, floppy disks, and hard disk
drives. A file system can be thought of as an index in a book, where the book can be broken
down into sections and chapters. Without this breakdown of sections and chapters in a book, it
would be nearly impossible to find the information that is stored. The same principle lies in the
importance of file systems on a computer or storage device.1

To expand on the book analogy, just as books can divide into sections and chapters, so can the
file system be organized into data categories. There are five main existing categories which are
file system, content, metadata, file name, and application. Generally, the five categories are able
to be applied to a majority of the file systems, though this model must be applied loosely to the
FAT file system. The file system category can tell you where data structures are and how big the
data structures are. This is the general information of the file system. The content category has
the data that describes the actual content of the file and generally contains the majority of the file
data. The content category is divided into virtual containers, which are usually the clusters or
blocks of a hard drive. The metadata category describes and holds the, in layman’s terms, “data
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about data”. In other words, the metadata is the data that describes the file data. The location,
size, time and date stamps, and access control is all recorded in the metadata category. The file
name category is responsible for giving a name to each file. The file name acts as an address for
the file. Rather than the user having to remember the address for the file, the file name takes the
place of the numbered code, just as a social security number numerically represents a person’s
name. Finally, the last category is the application category. The application category is not
necessary for the organization or reading and writing of the files, but it is solely responsible for
the special features in a file. An example of a special feature would be user quota statistics.
Often the application category is not even utilized; this is the case for the FAT file system.1

All of the components of these file systems have the potential to provide forensic evidence in an
investigation. Some of the characteristics are helpful to an investigation and some can hinder the
investigation due to their properties or method of operation. Digital evidence submitted into
court will need all of the metadata possible to support or deny a claim. For instance, metadata
can identify whether an action was human or computer and determine whether something was a
mistake, misunderstanding, or on purpose. Metadata can be used to investigate fraud, abuse, and
system failures. It can also help establish elements such as causation, timing, extent of
knowledge or mens rea, which means guilty mind. Metadata can reveal information about the
creation, authorship, history, and intent of documents and files.14

The focus of this research is to differentiate and compare two file systems: NTFS (New
Technology File System) and FAT (File Allocation Table), in seven areas. The seven areas are
key structures, storage mechanisms, file names, directories, file date and time, file deletion,
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encryption. The forensic implications of those areas will be discussed after each section. FTK
Imager, a forensic extraction tool, will be utilized to give a visual of these differences between
the file systems. By understanding the differences between these two file systems, it will be
much easier to navigate and its use a forensic tool will be elevated. NTFS is a relatively newer
file system, beginning with Windows NT and 2000, and has brought in many new features,
including better metadata support and advanced data structures.2 Some added features to NTFS
are larger file size, large volume size, last accessed times for files, data access and organization
efficiency.23 FAT systems were originally used in DOS and Windows versions prior to windows
XP. The “32” in FAT refers to the 32-bit numbers that represent the cluster values, which means
that the table entry can have a maximum value of 232 values. Even though the FAT operating
system is not utilized in many newer hard drives, it is still often used as a default file system in
removable media and storage devices, as well as computers with multiple operating systems.
FAT is good for these types of media because it is a very ubiquitous and versatile file system.
FAT can also be easily joined with random operating systems, which is why the file system is
simplistic when compared to NTFS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
AccessData Forensic Toolkit (FTK) Imager, Version 3.1.0.1514, © 2011 AccessData Group,
LLC
Toshiba Satellite Intel Celeron M Laptop
2 PNY 4GB Thumb Drives

To examine the two file systems on FTK Imager, two 4GB thumb drives were formatted, one for
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NTFS and one for FAT32. Each were then imaged in FTK and compared to note the differences.
The literature search was done through the Internet and related sources, such as operating system
technical websites, technical journals, and a peer reviewed journal.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Key Structures

The data structures in a file system are important, because it organizes and sorts all of the files
and their data in a certain way to create an efficient system. There are a number of different
types of data structures and each structure is typically utilized for a specific file system.
NTFS structure starts in the first sector with a 512 byte record known as the boot record. This
record has boot codes, disk signatures (this maintains and identifies the partitions), and a table of
primary partitions. It becomes important in file system forensics to be able to identify a correct
partition and types of partitions.7 One major difference between the NTFS and FAT data
structures is that NTFS utilizes a Journaling File System.2 A journaling file system keeps track
of changes in the system by use of a journal. This allows for a quicker reboot if there is a system
crash or power failure and protects files from becoming corrupted.21 The NTFS log ($LogFile)
records any changes in the volume due to metadata (the data about data). However, the
component that is the center of the NTFS file system is the Master File Table or MFT. MFT
keeps data records of itself, so NTFS reserves the first 16 records for MFT data files. Any file
names that start with a $ are MFT stored metadata files. The remaining record is used for file
and folder records. (See Figure 2 for an example of a MFT entry.) $Mft contains a base file
record for every file and folder in the NTFS volume. $MftMirr is a duplicate image of the first
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four records of $Mft, and is a failsafe.3 (See Figure 1 for metadata file descriptions.3) The key
thing to remember with NTFS is that every entry is a file. Thus, with the MFT it will contain an
entry from every file and directory. An MFT entry is set up so that the first 42 bytes house the
data, which acts as a header, and the remainder of the entry is made up of attributes. An attribute
contains the actual file data. Only resident data that is 900 bytes or smaller are stored in an
attribute. A good place for data to be hidden here is at the end of an entry where there is unused
space.8 This unused space is called slack, which will be described later in detail. Each entry is
usually 1,024 bytes long and defined in the boot sector. The attributes are organized into a Btree structure, which allows NTFS to group or index files in large folders, minimizing the
number of disk access. Disk access is a driver that helps enhance the system’s BIOS. The B-tree
structure has records which points to external clusters, which may contain more data files. This
is above and beyond the FAT file system, which has to scan all file names in a large folder in
order to create a file listing. This is also referred to as a binary tree.1, 3 (See Figure 4 to view a
schematic on the NTFS Architecture.)

The FAT file system is very simple in comparison to the NTFS.6 The FAT file system has two
main data structures; a file allocation table (or FAT) and directory entries. Every file and
directory is allocated a data structure, specifically a directory entry. These directory entries are
stored in clusters and if more than one cluster is used, then the FAT data structure is used to
locate the individual entries. The FAT table will identify the next cluster in a file. (See Figure 5
to view a schematic of the FAT Architecture and Figure 3 to view an example of a FAT32
layout.)
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The NTFS organizational structure helps make locating data in the file system easy and
straightforward. Useful information can be extracted from the MFT metadata files, including
where to locate certain attributes and possibly hidden spaces such as slack space. But in order to
understand where this data can be hidden, one must first understand the structure. The FAT32
file system is significantly less complicated. It relies mainly on it FAT table to locate data. It
can be possibly more complicated to extract data from the FAT table, but the final result will
typically yield the same data as NTFS.

Storage Mechanisms

A disk drive can be described by the previous book model. The book represents a disk partition
and as books can be a certain volume, so can a disk partition. A Disk Partition is created when a
hard disk drive is dived up into logical storage units, or partitions. A Disk Partition can be
viewed in two different places on the computer, one in disk management and the other in the
command window. (See figures 8 and 9 to view disk partitions.) Within the partition are rings
around the disk or tracks. A track is a physical division of data on a disk. These would be a
section in the book. Inside the track lies clusters, which house sectors. These are chapters and
paragraphs. The NTFS and FAT file systems both record data onto clusters which vary in size
based on the volume size. NTFS utilizes smaller cluster sizes. With this, the smaller the cluster
size the more efficient a disk can store information. This is due to unused space that is left on
the end of the cluster when a small file is stored there. This is defined as slack, the term
mentioned earlier. Slack space is the unused space at the end of a cluster that cannot be used by
other data files. As noted in the key structures results, NTFS utilizes a Master File Table,
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whereas FAT uses the directory entries and the file allocation table. When NTFS assigns data to
a cluster, it starts at sector zero. $Bitmap, an MFT metadata file, finds the first available cluster
and assigns the file to that cluster. The $BadClus MFT metadata file holds a listing that
identifies any bad clusters, so that these will be avoided in the search for empty space.3, 8 (See
figures 6 and 7 to see an example of the disk drive layout.)

The FAT file system does not start recording data at sector zero, but after a set number of
reserved sectors and FAT areas.6 This reserved sector starts at sector zero. The FAT area
contains one or more FAT structures, in which there are always two copies stored in the file
system. The data area contains the file content that will be stored in the cluster, and starts after
the FAT area. The FAT structure has an entry for every cluster in the file system. If the table
has an entry value of 0, then the cluster is not allocated to a file. If it contains the value, 0x0fff
fff7, then the cluster has been determined to be damaged and is not used. FAT is harder to locate
files than NTFS, because cluster addresses do not start at the beginning of the file system and
must be found through the use of sector addresses. Since the data size does not always match the
cluster size, there can be extra sectors at the end of a data area that are not part of the cluster or
slack. It is these areas that can be used to hide data or store data that is intended to be hid. This
area will not have a cluster address.1

The forensic significance of the storage mechanisms closely resembles that of the key structures.
Since NTFS has reduced slack space due to its size control of the clusters, there is less potential
for hidden data here. Whereas with the FAT file system, the cluster size space is typically larger
and thus has more potential to hide the data in the slack space. The difficulty is that this is
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unallocated space, meaning that the slack space has no addressing. Since FAT does not index
the files, it will tend to fracture large files, which can cause some issues. However, FAT32 does
typically have a mirrored copy of its file allocation table, which helps with data recovery.

File Names and Directories

A file name or directory would be like the page number in a book. These page numbers link
back to an index for easy access to the data of interest. NTFS stores and records file names in
the MFT file record. When data is stored in the MFT file record it is known as a resident
attribute. File names are always stored as a resident attribute. [If any records are contained in an
external (non-resident) cluster, then the B-tree structure points to those data entries.] There are
three attributes that are important in forensics and are used in the NTFS file system and contain
much of the metadata that a MFT entry records. They are the $STANDARD_INFORMATION
attribute, the $FILE_NAME attribute, and the $DATA attribute. The
$STANDARD_INFORMATION attribute contains all the core metadata for a file or directory.
The $FILE_NAME attribute contains the file reference for the parent directory. The $DATA
attribute is used to store any sort of data and contains no specific values. NTFS also has the
capability to support multiple data streams.10 A data stream is defined as a sequence of bytes,
where an application can write data a specific spots along the stream and every file has an
associated unnamed stream assigned to it. NTFS, however, allows that file to have alternate data
streams that can be aligned with the unnamed stream. This allows related data to be managed as
a single unit.3 (See Figures 10 and 11 to view FTK Imager snapshots of metadata files shown.)
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FAT file systems are a little different. FAT will save the data under both an 8.3 file name and a
long file name. An 8.3 filename is a compressed version of the long filename. MS-DOS uses
the 8.3 file name to find and access a file. The 8.3 file name is saved in one or more secondary
folder entries for the data file. Each folder entry holds 13 characters of the long file name. FAT
does not allow for multiple data streams per file. Each file is only assigned a single data stream.6
If you try to move or copy an alternate data stream to a FAT volume, then an error message will
be displayed.3

The obvious significant component is the attributes in NTFS. These attributes house the
locations and sizes of all these data records. Knowing how to utilize these attributes in a forensic
investigation is priceless. Not only do they store this data, but even of the file is deleted, they
can still be used to find and recover this data. The data streams are also useful for finding related
data to a record of interest. The $Logfile as described in figure 1, records transactions and
entries in case of system failure. The information stored here can be valuable in a forensic
investigation. FAT has a disadvantage here, because it simply tracks the files by the 8.3
filename. If able to view a FAT table, it may be hard to piece together a large file, or view the
list in a coherent state.

File Date and Times

A file date/time stamp is like a bookmark or ear-marked page, which identifies where the book
was last opened. A file time represents the milliseconds elapsed since a certain time. In this
case, the time is 12:00 am, January 1 1601, which is referred to as UTC or Coordinated
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Universal Time. One thing to be careful about is that some file systems will log time according
to local time. This can cause problems, because when a forensic examiner is examining a
computer, he needs to know how the computer records time. Especially if there is a time
difference from where the computer was confiscated to where it is analyzed. If a computer
stores time with UTC, then the time differences do not matter. If they do not, then the examiner
must be careful about recording date/time stamps. NTFS is not affected by these time
differences, since, NTFS stores the file times in UTC. FAT stores file times based on the
computer's local time.4

NTFS has four main time and date stamp attributes which are creation time, modified time, MFT
entry modified time, and accessed time, or MACE.22 The creation time is the time when the file
was created. The modified time is the time that the content of the $DATA and/or $INDEX
attributes were last modified. The MFT entry modified time is the time when the metadata of the
file was last modified. The accessed time is the time that refers to when the content of the file
was last accessed. The three main attributes discussed above are very important when
considering date and time stamps. The $STANDARD_INFORMATION attribute is where the
primary set of date and time stamps are located. The four date/time stamps are also recorded in
the $FILE_NAME attribute, but usually correspond to when the file was created, renamed, or
moved. The $DATA attribute has no defined values.4, 5

In a FAT file system, there are three date/time stamps that a directory entry utilizes; last
accessed, last written, and created. The time values in the FAT file system is non-essential and
could be false under some circumstances, because there are few requirements in the FAT
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specification of date/time stamps. When FAT creates a directory entry for a new file it also
creates a date/time stamp. This time value stays the same even if a copy of the original entry is
moved to a different location. If a file is renamed or moved the original date/time stamp remains
the same. The only exception is if the move is done from the windows 2000/XP system to a new
or different volume, it will generate a new creation time. The written date/time stamps are
created when new content is added to the file. The original written values stay with the data
files, even when the file is moved or copied. The time is only updated when content is written or
it is an automatic or manual save. If a file is moved, both creation and written values stay the
same, but if you copy a file, the written time will stay the same and the creation time will be
new. The accessed date/time stamp is accurate to the day, and also the time that is most
frequently updated. So, if the file is opened or properties viewed a new access time will be
created. Moving or copying the file will also update the time.1 (See figures 12-15 to view FTK
Imager snapshots of metadata shown.)

Some of the most significant forensic evidence is found in this category. If properly recorded
and maintained, date/time stamps can reveal a lot about a specific file or folder. Both systems
record these stamps, minus the entry modified time for FAT. Again the NTFS attributes house a
lot of this metadata, plus additional data that FAT does not. Such metadata is permissions,
encryptions, $Mft entry location, and that additional date/time stamp. Although FAT has these
date/time stamps, like discussed above, they are not always true. One must take a careful
approach in determining the validity of theses stamps to assure accuracy.

File Deletion
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The best way to associate file deletion with a book would be to mark a page as unused or place
an indicator on the corner, then roll the page towards the binding. The page is still there, but you
can’t read the page. The page would not be torn out until another page replaces it. When
considering file deletion in NTFS, the master file table is the key structure. A MFT entry, as
discussed above, is created for every file or folder. This MFT entry holds the metadata for that
file, including location, time/date stamps, etc. The location is accurate down to the start cluster
and how long the data file is. When a file is deleted in NTFS, a special indicator file is
unmarked. This special indicator shows up as “used” when marked. This allows the file system
to allocate another file to this location. However, the data is still recoverable in the file system
until it is overwritten by new data. Recoverability in NTFS is generally better than in the FAT
file system.12 There are a number of issues that can cause the file to not be able to be deleted.
One problem is that some files use an Access Control List (ACL), which means the user does not
have the permission to delete the file. Some other issues that may exist is that the file is in use,
there is file system corruption preventing access, or the file name has a reserved or invalid
name.13

The FAT file system deletes files in a similar fashion to NTFS deletion system. When a FAT
file is deleted the first character of the directory entry is replaced by a HEX E5h special character
entry, which tells the operating system that the file can be ignored. Clusters that are assigned to
the file as data entries are marked as “available” in the File Allocation Table. If new data is
wrote over this area the old files can no longer be recovered or undeleted. Prior to rewriting data
over the deleted information, undelete software can be used to recover old data. This data can
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also be recovered manually. Another component that really assists in recovering intact data is
that the file’s data must be in consecutive clusters.12 This is not a requirement, but greatly helps.

Both systems have the added bonus that the files can be recovered as long as the clusters have
not been reused with new data entries. The file system permissions that NTFS has could be an
advantage to forensic recovery, because it may block some deletion. However, in both cases,
care must be taken so as not too overlook these files. The addresses of these files no longer
“exist”, so data may be found in the unallocated space or slack spaces.

Encryption

Encryption for a book would be like a locked diary, with only one person with a special key able
to unlock it. NTFS was designed with access control and security as a priority. NTFS utilizes an
improved security system over FAT, which insures authorized access. However, this security
only works properly if Windows is opened correctly. It is possible for a person to access NTFS
by using a low-level disk utility, allowing a person to bypass all security measures.9 The system
put into place to accomplish the encryption is the Encryption File System or EFS. This encrypts
the files and folders and allows the user access to these encrypted files when they log in. There
are two encryption mechanisms used by the EFS; the “public” and “private” keys.11 Each user
has their own public and private key. The public key can be made known to others, and the
private key is only for select individuals. When a file is encrypted, the EFS uses the public key.
When the file needs to be decrypted, a private key must be used. NTFS utilizes the BitLocker
Drive encryption system. BitLocker is a logical volume encryption system that allows for full
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drive encryption capabilities. There are three authentication mechanisms that BitLocker uses,
but are not essential to this disscussion.20

The FAT file system was not designed for encryption and has no internal security measures. The
only way to encrypt a FAT file is through external or third-party encryption programs. Since
FAT is mostly used in storage devices like Thumb drives, it really has no need for a security
system like NTFS, because it was designed for versatility. With a robust encryption system in
place, FAT would not be able to go between systems as easily.

Obviously, gaining data from an unencrypted system is an advantage with the FAT32 file
system. However, the NTFS encryption can help the evidence there to be preserved and not
tampered with. The issue is having the appropriate permissions to access the file. With forensic
tools though, this is not often an issue.

CONCLUSIONS
When considering the FAT32 file system, it has many good qualities in areas other than the
strong areas of NTFS. These qualities are such things as versatility and compatibility. FAT32
has very little security, and if one has access to the drive, can access any files or folders there.
FAT32 is much more susceptible to disk errors and do not recover as readily as NTFS. FAT32
does not support file compression, which helps greatly with organization. Since NTFS allows
smaller cluster sizes than FAT32, it wastes less disk space, and has less potential for hidden files.
However, again FAT32 has its uses. It is compatible with any Windows Operating System,
Apple’s HFS and file system, and many nix file systems (ext 2/3/4)22 and can be converted to
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NTFS without reformatting. If NTFS were to be converted to FAT32 for some reason, the NTFS
would have to be reformatted.17

NTFS was designed to be a robust file system. With its added features, such as, data streams,
hierarchical storage, file compression and encryption, plus a very high performance level, NTFS
has proved to be a very capable system.7 However, if an older Windows system, earlier than
Windows NT (2003), is used, NTFS may not be compatible with it. Also, older software
programs may not be able to function with NTFS. Permissions are allowed in NTFS to control
file and folder access, but this puts the chance for errors in the system way up.16

To visualize the future and most recent developments of the respective file systems, two file
systems will be discussed; Extended File Allocation Table (exFAT) and the Resilient File
System (ReFS).

ExFAT was introduced in November 2006, but is the most recent of the FAT file Systems.
exFAT was designed as an upgrade and successor to the FAT file system family. As mobile
technology grows and expands, file systems competent to support these devices are needed.
ExFAT was designed with this in mind and has the capability of supporting large files for media
storage. It also has seamless interoperability between computers and these devices, allowing
easy copying and moving of files and folders. External media greater then 32GB can also be
formatted with exFAT. ExFAT has some improvements over the FAT32 file system, while
keeping the simplicity of the FAT family. Some of these improvements are support for large
files and storage devices, support for performance improvement, support for future innovation,
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and greater compatibility with flash media. In addition to this, exFAT adds in a cluster bitmap,
per-file contiguous bit, better on-disk layout, and support for UTC time stamps. Metadata
structures that are template-based were also added to support custom extensions.19

The Resilient File System was created for the new Windows 8 operating system coming out in
October 2012. ReFS was built upon the foundation of NTFS, utilizing much of its features.
Some features include BitLocker Encryption, access-control lists, USN (update sequence
number) Journal or change journal (records changes in the volume), and file IDs (an archive of
content description).18 The change in the new file system comes in the on-disk store engine that
implements on-disk structures like the MFT file table. Some of the features that are not
supported in ReFS from NTFS is named streams, object IDs, short filenames, file compression,
file level encryption, user data transactions, sparse files, hard-links, extended attributes, and disk
quotas.

FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research into different file systems will always be a necessity, especially in the forensics
arena. With constantly changing technology, operating systems and file systems will be
constantly updating to support the technology. As a forensic examiner it is important to keep up
with and understand these new file systems. The next step is a look into ReFS, and how it
compares to past file system forensic analysis. Also, since ReFS will be introduced with the new
Windows 8 server, an analysis on data extracted from the OS could be looked at, with respect to
the control and organization of the resilient file system.
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FIGURES
Figure 1: Table of Metadata File Types
System File

File
Name
$Mft

MFT
Record
0

Master file
table mirror

$MftMirr

1

Log file

$LogFile

2

Volume

$Volume

3

Attribute
definitions
Root file
name index
Cluster
bitmap
Boot sector

$AttrDef

4

Contains one base file record for each file and folder on an
NTFS volume. If the allocation information for a file or
folder is too large to fit within a single record, other file
records are allocated as well.
Guarantees access to the MFT in case of a single-sector
failure. It is a duplicate image of the first four records of
the MFT.
Contains information used by NTFS for faster
recoverability. The log file is used by Windows
Server 2003 to restore metadata consistency to NTFS after
a system failure. The size of the log file depends on the size
of the volume, but you can increase the size of the log file
by using the Chkdsk command.
Contains information about the volume, such as the volume
label and the volume version.
Lists attribute names, numbers, and descriptions.

5

The root folder.

$Bitmap

6

$Boot

7

Represents the volume by showing free and unused
clusters.
Includes the BPB used to mount the volume and additional

Master file
table

.

Purpose of the File
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Bad cluster
file
Security file

$BadClus 8
$Secure

9

Upcase table $Upcase

10

NTFS
extension
file

11

$Extend

12–15

bootstrap loader code used if the volume is bootable.
Contains bad clusters for a volume.
Contains unique security descriptors for all files within a
volume.
Converts lowercase characters to matching Unicode
uppercase characters.
Used for various optional extensions such as quotas,
reparse point data, and object identifiers.
Reserved for future use.

Windows Server. File System Technologies, NTFS Technical Reference.
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc778296(v=ws.10) [accessed 7/24/2012]

Figure 2: MFT Entry

•
•
•
•

‘A’ represents a 42 byte header that contains entry data
‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘D’ represent attributes
An attribute contains the actual resident file data
‘E’ = “Slack Space”

Figure made in Microsoft word 8/6/2012

Figure 3: FAT Structure

Figure made in Microsoft word 8/6/2012
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Figure 4: NTFS Architecture

The Master Boot Record has boot
codes, disk signatures (this
maintains and identifies the
partitions), and a table of primary
partitions.
Contains machine code that is
loaded into RAM.
This NTLDR loads the operating
system during the boot process.

Windows Server. File System Technologies, NTFS Technical Reference.
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc778296(v=ws.10) [accessed 6/21/2012]
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Figure 5: FAT Architecture

As can be seen, FAT has a similar
architecture to NTFS. The major
differences are the OS loader and
how the disk drive is organized.

Windows Server. File System Technologies, FAT Technical Reference.
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc758586(v=ws.10). [Accessed 6/21/2012]

Figure 6: Example of a Disk Drive
Track on Disk Drive
Cluster

1
Sectors

2

3

4

Track- A circular track on a disk drive that is a physical division of data.
Cluster (Size changes based on file system)
Sector- subdivision of a track.

Figure made in Microsoft word 7/24/2012
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Figure 7: Hard Disk Model

A=Track
B= Geometrical Sector
C= Track Sector
D= Cluster

Tracks (Disk Drive). Updated July 2012. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Track_(disk_drive)
[accessed 7/18/2012]

Figure 8: Disk Partition for a Windows 7 OS with NTFS File System

Attributes in the Volume C Drive

Only one partition visible to the user
on this computer

Screen Shot off of Toshiba Laptop 7/25/2012
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Figure 9: Disk Partition description

Can remove mount point or drive letter here. Volume 2 is most likely the Recovery partition
shown in the Disk Manager. Screen Shot off of Toshiba Laptop 7/25/2012
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Figure 10: Thumb drive disk description in FTK Imager

This data can be found in the
computer information as well. This
describes the component sizes on the
hard drive.

Screen Shot of FTK Imager screen off of Toshiba Laptop 8/6/2012
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Figure 11: Root Directory File types displayed in FTK Imager

The files seen here are most
likely from the header data in
the FAT reserved sectors.

These are the metadata files
associated with each file system.

The metadata files discussed
with NTFS can be seen here.

Screen Shot of FTK Imager screen off of Toshiba Laptop 8/6/2012
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Figure 12: Metadata File associated with NTFS in FTK Imager
FTK refers to a folder as a
directory, this can be seen here.

The Attribute file $I30 is unique to NTFS. In
particular, it describes the storage location of a
directory, probably the directory shown above.
It is a non-resident attribute, which locates the
directory on the B-tree.

Screen Shot of FTK Imager screen off of Toshiba Laptop 8/6/2012

Figure 13: No metadata files associated with FAT; all are stored in reserved sectors

As can be seen above, there are no location
attributes here. FAT32 must use its File
Allocation Table to locate the location of the
same directory above.

Screen Shot of FTK Imager screen off of Toshiba Laptop 8/6/2012
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Figure 14: Data associated with the FAT File System

Associated date/time stamps with FAT.

Here the 8.3 filename is shown. The
long filename is “Internship”, whereas
the 8.3 file name is “INTERN~1”. This
is the filename that FAT will use when
looking up the file.

Screen Shot of FTK Imager screen off of Toshiba Laptop 8/6/2012
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Figure 15: Data associated with the NTFS File System
As can be seen, a lot more metadata
is extracted from NTFS.

An additional date/time stamp.

The 8.3 filename

The MFT record number, which
identifies where the $MFt
metadata file is located.

All of the file permissions,
encryption information, and
security.

Screen Shot of FTK Imager screen off of Toshiba Laptop 8/6/2012
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